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Abstract 

 

Changing the problematic image of women that is presented in popular culture has been a 

major focus for feminists since the second wave feminism begun in the 1960s. This is a 

corpus linguistic study on the female role in pop music, conducted on the lyrics of 

commercially successful songs over the last 60 years. I investigate whether there is any 

linguistic evidence of gender inequality, how women are referred to by men and how women 

express and present themselves, whether the results have changed over time, and if the 

changes correspond to outside feminist movements. I conclude that the present study exhibits 

many similarities between male and female language use where other studies have found 

differences, and that the last two decades show big signs of changes to the female gender role, 

particularly expressed by women themselves.   
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1. Introduction and Aim 

 

The role of the woman in pop music has often been a cause for controversy; it has been 

liberating and empowering, misogynistic and problematic. Female artists have been 

represented (in lyrics, music videos, and the media) both as sexual subjects and sexualized 

objects. Examining the language in pop culture generally, and with a gender perspective 

especially, is well worth doing due to its massive audience and importance. Linguist and 

feminist Robin T. Lakoff stated that: “the speech heard in commercials or situation comedies 

on televisions mirrors the speech of the television-watching community. If it did not (not 

necessarily as a direct replica, but perhaps as a reflection of how the audience sees itself or 

wishes it were), it would not succeed.” (Lakoff, 2004, p 40). The same rule would also apply 

to the language, and the idea of a woman, in pop music. Studies have shown, for example, 

that some aggressive or misogynistic lyrics facilitate the same behavior in its listeners 

(Barongan & Nagayma Hall, 1995). On the other hand, female empowerment and pop music 

have previously worked together on more than a few occasions (Inness, 2003), with the 

current situation being that pop stars and celebrities are the ones largely taking on the roles as 

feminist icons and educators (Werner & Nordström, 2013). 

To find out more about the female role in pop music, lyrics from the Billboard Hot 

100 Year End charts over the last 60 years have been collected into a corpus. The data will be 

analyzed for what is said about women and what is expressed by women, as described in 

Lakoff’s 1972 ‘Language and Woman’s Place’, and other aspects of gender representation.  

My aim is to fill an apparent research gap intersecting between language studies, feminism 

and popular culture. Using corpus linguistics, I aim to answer the following research 

questions: 

• Are there gender-based differences in the language of pop songs? If so, what are the 

differences? 

• How are women portrayed by men? How do women represent themselves? Do the 

results confirm or challenge the stereotype of a woman? 

The study also includes a temporal analysis to investigate how pop music positions itself in 

relation to outside gender movements, more specifically: 

• Is it possible to see changes in the discourse of pop music corresponding to the 

evolvement of feminism over the last 60 years? If so, how?  
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2. Background  

 

2.1 Situational Background  

2.1.1 The Billboard Chart and Pop Music  

Billboard Magazine, also known as the “Bible of the music industry” (Ives, 2005), has a long-

standing tradition of ranking the most commercially successful songs within genres such as 

hip hop, country, rock, and dance music, producing charts on a weekly and annual basis. 

These charts are considered the most prestigious and extensive music charts in America. The 

first complete Billboard Hot 100 Year End Chart appeared in 1959 and has been published 

every year since then. The Year End charts are determined based on a point system that builds 

on the results from the weekly charts. Up until 1991, the ranking for the weekly charts was 

determined by the number of physical single sales and radio airplay, but since then, other 

factors have been added. Now, it also includes the number of plays on music and video 

streaming services such as Spotify, Apple Music, and YouTube. In other words, consumers 

do not have to buy the single or request radio play, which in effect means that there is a 

greater opportunity for listeners to affect the results (Walker, 2016).  

Online music streaming affects the chart results in other ways too, due to the lack of 

censorship that applies to radio broadcasting. In 1978, the Supreme Court ruled in favor to 

allow the FCC (Federal Communications Commission) to control what is broadcasted on 

American radio and television, with the goal to remove ‘indecent’ content. This includes a 

long list of words and topics related to drug use, violent and sexual acts, profanity, etc. 

(Samaha, 2010). The number of songs on the Billboard charts containing explicit lyrics has 

increased by 833% since 2001 (Ross, 2017). 

Although the Billboard charts include music from a wide range of genres, the Hot 100 

chart has become synonymous with pop music, in the sense where pop is short for popular. 

Expanding on that, sociomusicologist Simon Frith describes pop music as “[…] music 

accessible to a general public (rather than aimed at elites or dependent on any kind of 

knowledge or listening skill). It is music produced commercially, for profit, as a matter of 

enterprise not art. Defined in these terms, ‘pop music’ includes all contemporary popular 

forms — rock, country, reggae, rap, and so on” (2011, p. 94). Pop music is, therefore, best 

defined as contemporary, meaning that its characteristics will adapt and change over time, as 

will its language and the views that are expressed in the lyrics. As a clear example of these 

changes, Ray Charles sang in 1957: “She knows a woman's place/ Is right there, now, in her 
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home”; a sentence not very likely to be heard in pop music today. In accordance with 

Lakoff’s statement regarding the language in tv-series mirroring the language of its viewers, 

Freudiger & Almquist (1978) stated in their study on gender roles in contemporary lyrics that 

“presentations of male and female images in popular lyrics reflect the values of the composers 

and, by implication, the members of the public who choose to buy the records or request the 

air play” (p. 56). Presuming that listeners still possess the same level of choice today the same 

principle should apply to what they choose to listen to online. 

 

2.1.2 Feminist Movements in Pop Culture 

Staying within the time-scope of the present study, by the end of the 1950s women in 

America did legally have many of the same rights as men, in terms of the right to vote, 

education, work, etc. The second wave of feminism came about in the 1960s, with the aim to 

combat the social and economic inequalities that still prevailed (OED: Second-wave 

feminism). Reproductive rights such as legal abortion and access to birth control was a major 

part of this movement, raising the discussion on female sexuality yet again. Members of this 

movement worked against sexist images and stereotypes of women appearing in advertising 

and mass media. In “Disco Divas”, Sherry A. Inness reminisces the great cultural shift taking 

place in America during this time, and the new role of the woman in popular culture. The 

music industry saw for the first time a strong, independent female artist and icon, like “a 

musical manifestation of women’s new status.” (Inness, 2003, p.173). The movement faced 

some backlash, however, due to some feminist distinction between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ aspects 

of femininity, and over the course of the 1980s, feminism went back to being largely rejected 

in popular culture (Hollows, 2002, p. 190). 

The third wave of feminism emerged in the ‘Riot Grrrl’ scene, a feminist punk 

subculture in the USA, in the 1990s. The movement started primarily as a reaction towards 

the male-dominated music scene (Feliciano, 2013). This movement came to include some 

new ideas and theories parallel to classic feminism, such as issues concerning classism and 

racism (intersectionality), ‘vegetarian ecofeminism’ (Gaard, 2002), gay and trans rights, etc.  

The focus was, however, to “question, reclaim, and redefine the ideas, words, and media that 

have transmitted ideas about womanhood, gender, sexuality, femininity, and masculinity” 

(Brunell, 2008). The ‘Riot Grrrl’ movement, as the name suggests, did not shy radicalism, and 

although successful, it remained largely outside of the mainstream. By the end of the 1990s, 

the female pop group Spice Girls were acting as the new faces of contemporary, mainstream 
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feminism. Their playful message of ‘Girl Power’ was aimed at – and embraced by, primarily 

young women. While some considered them a “gateway drug to feminism” (Shaw, 2016), 

they were heavily criticized by others for lacking depth and disregarded as being nothing 

more than a tool used for capitalist purposes (Hopkins, 2002). “The Spice Girls' feminism 

consisted of shouting “Girl Power!” and doing peace signs in latex catsuits”, Grace Dent 

stated in an article for Independent Magazine, and suggested that any student writing in a 

dissertation that Spice Girls helped feminism “should have the whole thing shredded and be 

made to wear a dunce cone in graduation pics” (Dent, 2012).  

Perhaps, it was reactions like these, and other ‘backlashes’ that helped in confirming 

an era of postfeminism; a movement which can be considered a counterreaction to some of the 

more divisive aspects and theories of second and third wave feminism. Although all manners 

of feminism are working towards equal rights and opportunities for women, postfeminism 

emphasizes inclusivity and “freedom of choice with respect to work, domesticity, and 

parenting; and physical and particularly sexual empowerment” (Negra & Tasker, 2007, p.2). 

The latest act to enter the scene is the fourth wave of feminism. Although it is a 

concept still in the making, many suppose that the internet and online activism will 

doubtlessly be important in developing this movement (Solomon, 2009), of which the 2017 

online demonstration #MeToo is a notable example. 

After generations of the word ‘feminist’ being relatively shunned in mainstream 

media, it is no longer controversial being a female pop star or celebrity and labelling yourself 

as a feminist. On the contrary, some even discuss it as being more of a “job requirement” 

(Armstrong, 2017). The benefits and complications with having pop stars taking on the roles 

of feminist educators is discussed further in Ann Werner and Marika Nordströms article 

“Strong Women?”. Although the authors are critical of this phenomenon, young girls are 

interviewed and “testify to a positive influence from female singers and musicians as role 

models, where these artists and musicians in different ways provide strength to the individual 

girl/woman.” (Werner & Nordström, 2013). A potential cause for their skepticism could be 

the problematic ways in which women have been portrayed and objectified in music videos; 

something that has been frequently discussed in both academia and popular media. A 

concerning issue that could come as a result of this is viewers misperceiving these sexist 

deceptions as the ideal (Chung, 2007).  
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2.2 Theoretical Background  

2.2.1 Gender and Language Theory 

Mary Talbot suggests that “feminist interest in language and gender resides in the complex 

part language plays, alongside other social practices and institutions, in reflecting, creating 

and sustaining gender divisions in society” (1998, p. 15). Exactly how language reflects, 

creates and sustains gender divisions is what gender and language studies tend to focus on. 

Firstly, it is of course important to note the difference between gender and sex. Gender is a 

social construction, where a masculine or feminine identity is performed through, among 

other things, language. It is a popular belief amongst feminists that the feminine standards are 

by themselves, or at least partly, the cause for women’s oppression (Hollows, 2000). Judith 

Butler first explained the notion of gender performativity in 1990, and it is now a central 

element for researchers when considering the link between gender and language. Baker 

explains this idea as “rather than people speaking a certain way because they are male or 

female, instead they use language (among other aspects of behavior) in order to perform a 

masculine or feminine identity, according to current social conventions about how the sexes 

should behave” (Baker, 2014, p. 3). 

Robin Lakoff’s own definitions of gendered language used were first published before 

this, in 1973, where she states that “there is a discrepancy between English as used by men 

and by women; and that the social discrepancy in the positions of men and women in our 

society is reflected in linguistic disparities” (2004, p. 72).  She presents us with some of the 

characteristics of a ‘woman’s language’; such as a question intonation in a declarative 

sentence, or a declarative sentence followed by a tag question, like ‘isn’t it?’. There is a 

higher frequency of fillers and hedges (such as well and kind of), empty adjectives (such as 

lovely and divine), as well as other means of politeness and hypercorrect grammar (“talking 

proper”) (Lakoff, 2004, p.78). Ultimately, these are all signs of insecurity and an 

unwillingness to show confidence, as a result of the ‘submissive’ female gender role. Most of 

these aspects apply mainly to spontaneous and spoken language and features of speech such 

as hesitation, turn-taking, tone, and pitch.  

Another aspect of sexism in the English language that has been frequently discussed is  

sets of gendered pairs that indicate that the woman is subordinate the man, such as master and 

mistress; how mistress “requires a masculine noun in the possessive to precede it” (Lakoff, 

2004, p. 59), or how the markers Miss and Mrs are given to women depending on their marital 

status, while Mr does not change.  
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A gender role or a stereotypical trait can also be sustained through language by 

speaking about it, which is Lakoff’s second point of interest. In English, the words man and 

woman have widely different connotations, not only as ‘opposites’, but as there are different 

characteristics that are linguistically connected to the words. For example, Lakoff states that 

the words lady and girl exist partly as euphemisms for the word woman, since there are 

certain sexual and embarrassing connotations linked with woman, which explains why “most 

people who are asked why they have chosen to use lady where woman would be as 

appropriate will reply that lady seemed more polite” (2004, p. 55). She also proposes that girl 

“[stresses] the idea of immaturity and removes the sexual connotations lurking in woman” (p. 

56). She even suggests that “we may expect that, in the future, lady will replace woman as the 

primary word for the female human” (p. 56). Lakoff admits she is basing her claims in 

‘Language and Woman’s Place’ mainly on ‘introspective’ data, which is why the accuracy of 

her claims has been frequently questioned since. Some of these hypotheses can now be tested 

for their accuracy, due to the access to large amounts of data, and using modern methods such 

as corpus linguistics. 

 

2.2.2 Corpus Linguistics and Gender 

Corpus analysis often provides slightly more quantitative results than other methods, but a 

corpus study does depend on quantitative and qualitative techniques. Corpus analysis can be 

useful for helping to confirm or counter theories of both differences in gendered language use 

and linguistic sexism or male bias. Baker explains how “a comparison of the frequencies of 

woman and man provides an easy way of demonstrating male bias or androcentrism”, 

referring to the results of occurrences per million words in the COHA (Corpus of Historical 

American English), where men historically have been focused on a great deal more than 

women (2014, p.79). 

The spoken section of large corpora such as the BNC (British National Corpus) are 

generally tagged for sex and age of the speaker and can therefore be investigated for linguistic 

and lexical differences between the sexes. Baker warns that any such results are largely 

circumstantial due to the different context in which the subjects were recorded. A large 

amount of ‘domestic vocabulary’, for example, can be found in the language of women, since 

they have been recorded more in a domestic setting. The role in which people are recorded 

needs to be more balanced in order to provide reliable results.  
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A corpus-driven investigation is carried out by examining the patterns of language use 

as they appear when using certain corpus tools. For example, a keyword or frequency list can 

be generated in the software which will point the researcher in a previously unexpected 

direction. This direction will then serve to explore patterns in language. In a corpus-based 

investigation, the researcher uses the data to test a pre-existing hypothesis, for example based 

on certain words or phrases, such as gendered pairs. Lakoff suggested that the word bachelor 

and its female equivalent spinster, are in fact not equal, in terms of their connotations; 

“Bachelor is at least a neutral term, often used as a compliment. Spinster normally seems to 

be used pejoratively, with connotations such as prissiness, fussiness, and so on” (2004, p.61). 

With a corpus analysis, this notion can be easily proved, which is what Baker did by looking 

at collocations of the words in question. He found that bachelor was both used more 

frequently in the corpus, and also occurred together with positive descriptive words, such as 

eligible, whereas spinster was clearly viewed as something negative, with words such as 

elderly or lonely. (Harrington, Litosseliti, Sauntson & Sunderland, 2008, p 78-81). 

 

2.3 Specific Background 

There have been surprisingly few linguistic studies concerning the language in pop music, 

considering how strong the presence of music is in our culture. 

 The Walker Billboard Corpus was previously used by its creator, statistics analyst 

Kaylin Walker, to investigate some quantitative data such as career span, number of songs per 

artist and number of one hit wonders. She used the lyrics to explore the number of words per 

song and the number of unique words per song and found that contrary to some peoples’ 

perception, the linguistic variety in pop music is actually increasing. She also identified the 

most characteristic words over time, in a section titled “From Boogie to Bitch” (Walker, 

2016). However, the gender perspective was not used, and the results were strictly 

quantitative. 

In 1978, Freudiger & Almquist analyzed the lyrics of 151 songs within three genres: 

country, soul and easy listening. They investigated the data for stereotypical linguistic traits 

for men and women respectively. The traits stereotypical for women were supportive, 

inconsistent, submissive, dependent, hesitant and beautiful, and for men they were 

demanding, consistent, aggressive, independent, confident and active. (1978, p 55). They 

found that generally, men conformed more to these stereotypes than women did.  
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Rolf Kreyers 2015 corpus linguistic study on gender roles in pop lyrics was conducted 

on a corpus containing the lyrics from commercially successful albums from 2003 and 2011. 

The lyrics were divided into two corpora, one for male artists and one for female. While he 

found that the two corpora were surprisingly similar in many respects, there was evidence that 

“the way in which male and female artists refer to themselves or to the opposite sex might 

contribute to the consolidation of unfavourable roles for women” (p. 196). This in-depth study 

looks at a wide range of aspects concerning gender roles in pop music; however, it is 

conducted on a smaller amount of data than the present study, and it does not have the 

temporal analysis. As far as I know, there are no previous studies looking at gender and 

language in pop music with a temporal perspective.  

 

3. Design of the Present Study 

3.1 Data and Corpus 

The corpus for this study consists of lyrics from songs that appeared on the Billboard Hot 100 

Year End Charts. My corpus is partially based on an existing corpus (Walker, 2016) which 

contains lyrics from the years 1965-2015, and the data and lyrics were extracted by web 

scraping. The corpus for the present study has been created by manually adding lyrics that 

were missing from the Walker Corpus, as well as expanding it by adding the lyrics for the 

years 1959-1964 and 2016-2018. Lyrics for the years 1959-1964 were obtained from 

Songlyrics.com, a website that had already organized the Billboard charts and the lyrics. The 

website only had the charts up until 2011, which is why the lyrics from the years 2016-2018 

were collected from Google, by searching for the titles as they appeared on the Billboard 

website. The Walker Corpus was downloaded as one file that contained the following 

information: chart rank, song title, artist, year and lyrics. Information regarding the gender of 

the artist was added to the database for the purpose of this study. The Male Corpus contains 

lyrics from songs performed by male solo artists and all male groups, which were sorted out 

by marking them m in the database, and the Female Corpus contains lyrics from female solo 

artists and all female groups, marked f.  Mixed gender groups and collaborations were marked 

x and are not included in either corpus. (The total number of songs in the database is 6000, 

and around 12% of those are excluded from the corpus.) In total, the corpus consists of over 

1,6 million word tokens, divided into sub corpora as shown in Table 1.   
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Table 1. Sub corpora by gender and decade.    

Total:  1236540 tokens  Total: 400098 tokens 

 

There are some limitations and issues with the data that I am using, some of which were 

known beforehand and others that were discovered upon analysis. The first can be seen 

clearly in the above table: the male corpus is more than three times bigger than the female 

corpus. Other than a result in itself, this is something to consider when comparing results. 

However, the corpora will mostly be investigated separately. 

When it comes to issues within the corpus itself, they mostly deal with the occurrence 

of non-lexical items such as onomatopoetic content (ooh, la la, etc.), which will simply be 

disregarded should they at any time disturb results in frequency. The other issue is repetition, 

which is a distinct and highly common feature of pop lyrics that could easily distort the results 

of a corpus analysis. For example, surfer is one of the most frequent words forming a cluster 

together with girl, since the phrase occurs 13 times in the song Surfer Girl by The Beach 

Boys, but nowhere else in the corpus. This will be discussed further in the Methodology 

section.  

The advantages and the motivation to choosing this type of data is that it is definite 

and accessible, which is an important aspect when building a corpus; there is no ambiguity 

regarding which and how much data to include. The fact that The Billboard Hot 100 Year End 

chart has now been published for 60 years makes it sufficient for conducting a symmetric 

temporal analysis. Another motivating factor is that the songs on these charts can be seen as 

‘justified’ by their commercial success and popularity when it comes to how the lyrics 

represents and reflects some general linguistic trends and social values at the time of their 

release. 

As mentioned before, many studies on language and gender focus on spontaneous 

speech and features such as intonation, hesitation, turn-taking, etc. Pop lyrics are a type of 

decade male female 

1959-1968  143573 tokens / 788 songs 29047 tokens / 151 songs 

1969-1978 167794 tokens / 745 songs 26524 tokens / 122 songs 

1979-1988 182000 tokens / 696 songs 52544 tokens / 195 songs 

1989-1998 213798 tokens / 575 songs 100552 tokens / 306 songs 

1999-2008 285500 tokens / 609 songs 102529 tokens / 264 songs 

2009-2018 243875 tokens / 570 songs 88902 tokens / 228 songs 
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discourse that is far from spontaneous; all words well planned and considered, a type of 

artificial monologue where turn-taking and hesitation, for example, is completely absent. This 

makes for a difficult analysis and an absence of established theories. Also, songs sung by 

women are quite often written by male songwriters. However, the lyrics are often written with 

an intended artist in mind, or at least whether the artist should be female or not (a fact which 

might actually contribute in sustaining certain stereotypes even more). Male and female artists 

present themselves as just that: artists. There is no differential context which might affect the 

results of the present study other than the identity they perform. Lakoff suggests that the 

speech which is presented as typical for women in the mass media, even if it does not match 

the speech of any women in the real world, is still highly influential. (2004, p 83).  

 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 Corpus Analysis  

The first part of my analysis will be a corpus-driven investigation with the aim to identify the 

main differences and similarities between the female and the male corpus, as well as provide a 

temporal overview. Using the AntConc keyword feature, keyword lists will be generated by 

using one sub corpus as the focus corpus, while using the remaining corpora as reference. By 

using the remaining corpora as reference rather than a general reference corpus such as the 

COCA or BNC, I have ensured that the focus and the reference corpora are within the same 

genre, thus rendering results that are characteristic for a particular decade and gender, rather 

than what is typical for the language in pop music. Sorting the results by keyness will not 

provide the most frequent words, but the frequencies will be compared to those in the 

reference corpus, which counts for standard measures. If the words occur more frequently 

than expected in the focus corpus, they will be considered key. Due to certain words and 

phrases being repeated throughout the lyrics of some songs, the keywords will be individually 

examined in the concordance plot overview, to make sure that results are not distorted by this. 

I decided that a word had to occur at least in four different songs (i.e four different places in 

the concordance plot) in order to be considered a keyword. Furthermore, sorting the keywords 

by keyness is designed to emphasize differences, and says very little about what words are the 

most frequent. For this reason, the remainder of my investigation will be based on results in 

frequency ranking. The statistical numbers of keyness and frequency will not be displayed as 

part of my results, as I deem them unrepresentative and irrelevant due to the repetition in the 

lyrics, as well as the variations in size.  
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A tagged version of the corpus, labelled with ‘part of speech’-tags through TagAnt, 

will be used to look at adjectives, which are units marked with the POS-tag ‘JJ’ in the corpus. 

Searching the *(asterisk)-symbol together with _JJ, with the Search Term Position set On 

Right, the most frequent adjectives can be found in the Clusters/N-gram overview. Empty 

adjectives are one aspect of Lakoff’s definition of ‘woman’s language’, and she claims the 

adjectives adorable, charming, sweet, lovely and divine to be “largely confined to women’s 

speech” when they are used to express admiration for something (2004, p. 45). The type of 

spontaneous reaction that I believe she is referring to occurs in mainly in spoken language and 

might be difficult to distinguish in the type of data that I am using. However, looking at 

adjectives in general could still provide some interesting results. The tagged corpus will also 

be used in a similar way to investigate nouns, tagged ‘NN’, which would indicate whether 

there are differences in what men and women sing about. The most frequent words following 

the first-person possessive pronoun my will also be presented, which simply is done by 

finding the clusters that appear when searching for my. 

Section two will be a corpus-based investigation concerning how women are 

characterized through third-person representation by men. The male corpora will be searched 

for clusters with the gendered nouns woman/women, lady/ladies, and girl/girls. Investigating 

the typical characteristics appearing together with female nouns is an important step in 

finding out more about the female role. The results for each word will be presented 

individually, in order to see if they confirm Lakoff’s notion about lady being a euphemistic 

substitute for woman.  

The third section will be looking at first person representation in the female corpus. 

Words and phrases following I am will serve as a starting point for analyzing how the female 

artists represent themselves, as gendered subjects, to the public. A cluster search of I am (and 

the variations I’m, Im, Imma), with the Search Term Position set On Left will show the most 

frequent words and phrases following it. The cluster size will be limited to a maximum of 

four words, so to include I am and I’m (which will count as two entities in AntConc), a 

potential intensifier or determiner (i.e. so or a), and the main word. The search for female 

nouns will be carried out in the same manner in the female corpora, to show how women talk 

of other women, or when referring to themselves as woman/girl/lady.  

In the last section of my study, there will be a further examination of some aspects of 

explicit language use. I will be expanding on some of the results from the keyword list and 

look at how the words ‘bitch’ and ‘fuck’ are used by men and women respectively, using 

examples from the concordance.  
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In the Discussion section, the results will be expanded on, explained and discussed in 

terms of how my results compare to the results of other studies. I will provide more examples 

from the concordance, to illustrate how changes over time can be seen in relation to feminist 

movements, and how feminist messages are communicated through the lyrics. 

 

4. Results 

4.1 General Differences and Similarities 

To extract characteristic keywords for each decade and gender, each sub corpora have been 

used as the focus corpora while using the rest of the corpus as reference. Table A shows the 

top ten keywords for each corpus, as they appear when sorted by keyness (excluding 

onomatopoetic or non-lexical content and words that occur in less than four places of the 

concordance plot). An illustration of this process can be found in the Appendix.  

 

Table A. Top ten keywords for each sub corpora. 

 

decade 1959-1968 1969-1978 1979-1988 1989-1998 1999-2008 2009-2018 

male twist 

little 

blue 

dear  

her  

shout 

she 

mine  

pretty 

coal  

boogie 

woman 

gimmie 

lord 

sweet 

dancing  

band 

love 

child 

brother  

night 

tonight 

stand 

don’t 

heat 

gonna 

much 

she’s 

love 

watching 

legit 

dip 

do 

funky 

i’ll 

tenderness 

body 

yo 

jump 

anything  

wit 

club 

ya 

ass 

nigga 

yo 

she 

thong 

shit 

girl 

up 

bitch 

fuck 

nigga 

niggas 

like 

rack 

fuckin 

yeah 

shit  

 

female 

 

 

 

 

 

he 

him 

johnny 

love 

cry 

his 

roses 

jimmy 

mama 

sweet 

love 

boogie 

we 

belong 

can 

yes 

bring 

leave 

him 

he  

love 

control 

who’s 

i’ve 

stuff 

should 

hearts 

ring 

you’ve 

heaven  

will 

be 

love 

kick 

baby 

you 

takes 

rush 

promise 

heart  

you 

don’t 

no 

breath 

me 

dj 

handle 

sent 

gonna 

i’m 

boom 

bass 

hate 

gonna 

less 

burn 

like 

diamond 

lights 

sorry 
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At a first glance, it is easy to pick up some stereotypical feminine vocabulary in the keywords 

of female corpora (roses, hearts, heaven, belong, promise, cry, and more instances of love 

compared to the male corpus), especially over the first four decades. The same cannot be said 

of the male corpora, except for the notion that men use more swearwords and slang, based on 

the overwhelming examples of explicit language in the last two decades, which will be further 

discussed in Section 4.4.  

As can be expected, the male corpora contain more feminine nouns and pronouns (her, 

she, woman, girl, etc.), and vice versa (he, him, his, and proper nouns Johnny and Jimmy). 

Proper nouns, you and we all have a specific referent and are evidently more characteristic of 

the female corpus, which also shows a larger number of pronouns in general. 

 

Table B. Frequency list of nouns for each decade and gender. 

 

decade 1959-1968 1969-1978 1979-1988 1989-1998 1999-2008 2009-2018 

male love 

baby 

girl 

time 

heart 

way 

day 

night 

man 

world 

love 

baby 

time 

way 

night 

girl 

day 

man 

world 

life  

love 

time 

baby 

night 

way 

girl 

heart 

life 

eyes 

mind 

love 

baby 

girl 

time 

way 

heart 

night 

man 

day 

world  

girl 

baby 

way 

love 

time 

life 

man 

night 

head 

thing  

baby 

girl 

love 

time 

way 

night 

life 

bitch 

money 

man 

female 

 

 

 

 

 

love 

baby 

heart 

way 

time 

world 

day 

girl 

name 

night 

 

love 

baby 

time 

night 

world 

man 

way 

heart 

day 

mind   

 love 

baby 

time 

heart 

night 

life 

way 

eyes 

world 

boy  

love 

baby 

time 

way 

heart 

night 

man 

day 

life 

world 

  

baby 

love 

way 

time 

girl 

heart 

man 

thing 

life 

night 

baby 

love 

time 

heart 

way 

girl 

night 

life 

hands 

boy  

 

 

Table B shows the frequency list of nouns, which are tagged NN in TagAnt, to see what 

themes or topics are typical in the male and female lyrics over time. While some of the most 

frequent nouns do appear on the respective keyword lists in Table A, by looking at Table B it 

is becoming more evident that the keyness function is designed to highlight differences rather 
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than similarities. The most frequent nouns are extremely similar both between the genders and 

over time, and even gendered words such as girl and man appear to be more evenly 

distributed in each sub corpus, using this function. Other than money appearing only in the 

male corpus, the topics of the lyrics are similar between the genders. 

 

Table C. Most frequent adjectives for each gender. 

 

male good, little, real, bad, true, new, sweet, only, right, long, crazy 

female good, little, new, bad, real, big, long, right, sweet, old, true 

 

The most frequent adjectives in total corresponded roughly to the most frequent ones for each 

decade and have therefore been summarized in Table C. 

Similarly, the most frequent words following the first-person possessive pronoun my are also 

static over each decade have been summarized in Table D.  

 

Table D. Most frequent words following my for each gender. 

 

male heart, life, love, mind, baby, head, eyes, way, hand, name 

female heart, love, life, mind, name, baby, eyes, way, head, hands 

 

Again, as with the nouns, the most frequent adjectives and words following my for each 

decade are almost completely static and do not change over time, and there are hardly any 

differences between the male and the female corpora. It should also be noted that the relative 

number of possessive pronouns are roughly the same in all corpora.  
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4.2 Women According to Men 

To investigate the way women are talked about by men, Table E shows the five most common 

modifying words preceding the words lady, ladies, girl, girls, woman and women in the male 

corpora (excluding the determiners a/the and demonstratives that/this).  

 

Table E. Most frequent words preceding female nouns in the male corpora.  

 

decade 1959-1968 1969-1978 1979-1988 1989-1998 1999-2008 2009-2018 

 

‘- lady/ 

ladies’ 

blue 

old 

dear 

your 

my  

little 

my 

disco 

sentimental 

sexy 

 

hot 

my 

frisky 

lovely 

pretty 

 

my 

sweet 

fat 

young 

divine 

 

my 

lovely 

sweet 

little 

old 

sexy 

my 

* 

* 

* 

 

‘- woman/ 

women’ 

pretty 

my 

other 

ugly 

frustrated  

devil 

my 

evil 

american  

little  

pretty 

beautiful 

good 

every  

lovin’ 

 

your 

our 

all  

black 

devil 

 

another 

my 

any 

different 

kinda 

 

silly 

many 

bad 

beautiful 

black 

 

 

‘- girl/ 

girls’ 

little 

my 

georgy 

surfer 

young 

little 

my 

lonely 

fine 

island  

little 

china 

jessie’s 

uptown 

another 

my 

baby 

little 

cover 

your 

 

baby 

your 

my 

same 

good 

 

baby 

every 

your 

good 

my 

 

These results cannot be said to confirm Lakoff’s notion of the word woman and its sexual 

connotations, although some are not positive. Negative adjectives are used only together with 

woman (evil, devil, ugly, silly), and never lady nor girl (except for maybe fat with lady, which 

is due to the phrase ‘when the fat lady sings’). Baby girl, little girl and young girl do indicate 

the word girl has connotations of immaturity and innocence. While lady is certainly not 

replacing woman, as it is occurring less and less, it would be more accurate to say that girl 

might be. Lady/ladies only occur a total of 432 times in the male corpus, women twice as 

often with 860, but girl is by far the most frequent with a total of 5372 concordance hits. 
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4.3 Women According to Themselves 

Table F illustrates how women present themselves in the first-person, by the most frequent 

words and phrases following I am (I am, I’m, Im and Imma) in the female corpora.  

 

Table F. Most frequent words following I am. 

 

decade 1959-1968 1969-1978 1979-1988 1989-1998 1999-2008 2009-2018 

 

 

 

‘I am -’  

ready 

sorry 

yours 

blue 

free 

his 

young 

satisfied 

glad 

afraid 

happy 

bad 

glad 

devoted 

okay 

ready 

fool 

girl 

fine 

alone 

crazy 

excited 

happy 

lucky 

fool 

liar 

alone 

grown up 

shy 

okay 

your baby 

yours 

every woman 

ready 

glad 

sorry 

sure 

lonely 

done 

angry 

in love 

hung up 

tired 

lost 

out 

survivor 

genie 

fed up 

ready 

scared 

the only one 

worth it 

beautiful 

sick 

hungover 

lonely 

champion 

pretty 

alright 

stronger 

 

These results indicate a change in the way women see themselves and express themselves 

over time. The last two decades do not include the submissive expressions I am yours or your 

baby. Some of the ‘weaker’ traits such as happy, glad and satisfied gradually are replaced by 

angry, fed up, sick/tired of, survivor, stronger and champion. These expressions of personal 

growth and change seem to be particularly relevant in the context of breaking up or moving 

on from a relationship, but also changing one’s general behavior: 

 

 (1) Waiting for your call baby night and day / I’m fed up / I’m tired of waiting on you 

(Madonna, 2005) 

(2) This is the part when I say I don’t want ya / I’m stronger than I’ve been before (Ariana  

Grande, 2014) 

 (3) It’s about damn time to live it up / I’m so sick of being so serious / it’s making my 

brain delirious (Ke$ha, 2010) 
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Table G. Most frequent words preceding female nouns in the female corpora. 

 

decade 1959-1968 1969-1978 1979-1988 1989-1998 1999-2008 2009-2018 

 

‘- lady/ 

ladies’ 

dear 

* 

* 

* 

*  

dark 

creole 

special 

* 

* 

 

independent 

* 

* 

* 

* 

 

your 

special 

another 

real 

young  

your 

my 

creole 

another 

crazy 

 

single 

my 

* 

* 

* 

 

‘- 

woman/ 

women’ 

his 

lonely 

satisfied 

* 

*  

yours 

every 

lovin 

other 

prettiest 

  

only 

your 

* 

* 

* 

 

every 

your 

black 

real 

good 

 

real 

all 

redneck 

his 

independent 

 

dangerous 

many 

new york 

* 

* 

* 

 

‘- girl/ 

girls’ 

little 

your 

another 

every 

golden 

happiest 

browneyed 

crazy 

poor 

richest  

material 

modern 

bad 

naughty 

sad  

your 

baby 

better 

every 

another 

my 

your 

most 

hollaback 

big 

good 

only 

pretty 

my 

your 

 

The words in Table G are generated using the same process as for Table E, this time on the 

female corpus. This means women could be referring to themselves in the third person or 

referring to other women. 

The number of feminine nouns in the female corpus is of course smaller than in the 

male corpus, not only due to the difference in size, but also because of the tendency of singing 

about the opposite gender. What they do have in common is that girl is more frequent than the 

other two, occurring a total of 1007 times in the female corpus, compared to woman/women 

that only occur a total of 217 times. The negative representations of woman that were used by 

men are not present in the female corpus, though. There are also some new characteristics 

added, such as independent, special and real, and adjectives seem to be generally less focused 

on appearance. Other than that, it mimics the results presented in Table E fairly well, 

especially in regard to the possessive pronouns my and your. The occurrence of the first-

person possessive pronoun in the last two decades will be further explained in the Discussion 

section. 

 

4.4 Explicit Language 

During the last two decades, the amount of explicit language on popular music charts has 

supposedly increased by 833%, which is plain to see in the keywords of the corresponding 
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corpora. Sexual implications are not new to pop music, even though the keywords in Table A 

might make it seem so, but the explicitness is. This type of language also seems to be most 

characteristic for men, however, that is not to say that the same words are not present in the 

female corpora.  

The concordance reveals that for example the word bitch is not only used quite 

differently by men and women, but also that what has previously been considered a strictly 

pejorative term to describe women is actually used generously in the female corpus as 

something positive and powerful:  

 

(4)  I’m a free bitch, baby (Lady Gaga, 2009) 

(5)  It's 9-7, this the motherfuckin' bitch era (Missy Elliott, Da Brat, 1997) 

(6)  Ask your homies who's the baddest bitch on this side of town (MC Lyte, 1996) 

 

Bitch is frequently used together with the adjective bad, and my interpretation of bad girl (or 

bitch) is that it is the opposite of good girl, in the sense where the latter is one that conforms 

to the stereotypical female trait of being submissive and compliant, which is now considered 

to be something negative and undesirable, also by men: 

 

(7) Had a bitch, but she ain’t bad as you / so hit me up when you passin’ through (Robin 

Thicke, Pharrell Williams, T.I, 2013) 

(8) I see qualities in a bad girl / I know that ass you got come with attitude (ScHoolboy Q, 

2014) 

 

Of course, there are instances of the word bitch being used in a negative context, but generally 

it seems like it is being ‘reclaimed’, much like the word nigga which is also used generously.  

There seems to be no limit to the ways in which the word fuck can be, and is, used in 

music lyrics. It occurs more than ten times as often in the male corpus compared to the 

female, where it is mainly used in variations of the phrase ‘not giving a fuck’ or as a 

dysphemism for ‘interfere’. However, since expressions of female desire and sexuality have 

been so taboo in the past, it is interesting to see such explicit examples of this, and I would 

argue that pop music is quite progressive in this aspect: 

 

(9) if you love me right / we fuck for life / on and on and on (Tove Lo, 2014) 

https://genius.com/Missy-elliott-sock-it-2-me-lyrics#note-4933752
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(10)  come through and fuck him in my automobile / let him eat it with his grills and he 

tellin' me to chill (Nicki Minaj, 2014) 

 

5. Discussion 
 

Firstly, I’d like to expand on some of the more interesting changes in the keywords of the 

female corpora. In the first four decades, love is a characteristic word, but in the last decade, 

the opposite hate is the more characteristic one. Similarly, should becomes gonna, and yes 

becomes no. In the first-person presentation, the most interesting changes also seem to occur 

in the last two decades: women go from being satisfied to fed up. This indicates that there are 

some aspects of female ‘rebellion’ happening in last two decades of pop music. Feminism 

appearing in the last two decades can also be seen in Table G, where my occur before girls 

and ladies for the first time. Rather than indicating possession in the same literal sense in 

which it might be used by men, I interpret this as an expression of solidarity, as the singer is 

communicating a message to her female listeners: 

 

(11) This is for my girls all around the world / who have come across a man that don’t 

respect your worth (Christina Aguilera, Lil Kim, 2002) 

(12) All my ladies listen up / If that boy ain't giving up / lick your lips and swing your hips / 

girl all you gotta say is [no] (Megan Trainor, 2016) 

 

These types of ‘feminist messages’ seem to become popular around the same time, and are 

slightly more politically overt than some earlier examples: 

 

(13) We are family / I got all my sisters with me (Sister Sledge, 1979) 

 

I would also like to point out that sorry, which appears both in the first decade of the first-

person representation, and more notably on the keyword list of the last decade, are used in 

different ways. Apologizing is a way showing politeness (other than asking for forgiveness in 

the more literal sense), and saying sorry and please excessively has previously been discussed 

as something women tend to do: 

 

(14)  I’m sorry, so sorry / That I was such a fool (Brenda Lee, 1960) 
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(15) Darling, please don't hurt me / Please, don't make me cry (Connie Francis, 1962) 

 

However, examples from the concordance of the 2009-2018 corpus show that although sorry 

appears as a keyword in Table A, it is often the case of not being sorry. Note also that there 

can be a different use of please: 

 

 (16)  Baby I’m sorry (I’m not sorry) / Being so bad got me feeling so good (Demi Lovato, 

2017) 

(17)  I ain’t sorry nigga, nah / I ain't thinking 'bout you (Beyoncé, 2016) 

(18) I’ve been everywhere, man looking for someone / someone who can please me love me 

all night long (Rihanna, 2011) 

 

Still, in both the male and female corpora, please is mostly followed by something along the 

lines of don’t leave me, and sorry is used when wanting to reconcile with a partner. Neither 

word is used significantly more by either gender, which again confirms how similar the two 

corpora are.  

In the complete corpus, the pronoun she occurs twice as many times as he, her three 

times more than him and girl four times as often as boy. Due to the male corpora being much 

larger, and the most frequent topic for a pop song being (heterosexual) love, this comes as no 

surprise. Even so, it is unique with a type of discourse that revolves primarily around women. 

Pop lyrics also provide a place where it is more acceptable for men to express feelings and 

vulnerability, and where women are not primarily mothers or wives; the domestic vocabulary 

found in other corpus studies has no place in pop music. These facts make this particular set 

of data very different from many other large corpora, subsequently rendering contrasting 

results. 

 Kreyers conclusion about his male and female corpora behaving similarly is also 

applicable for the present study, and I must concur that the main issue lies in the way the 

opposite gender is portrayed. Female characteristics as presented by men are quite restrictive 

and superficial. Considering Freudiger & Almquists study was conducted in 1978, I cannot 

wholly confirm their notion of women not generally conforming to the gender stereotype, as I 

find it mostly does up until the last two decades of my scope. The presence of feminist 

messages and encouragement are also more prominent in the last twenty years. 
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6. Concluding Remarks 

 

Had I based my results solely on the list of keywords that initiated my investigation, the 

answer to my research question would have been that gendered language and the female 

stereotype are very much present in the lyrics of pop songs. However, continuing my research 

with results based on actual frequency, the answer is that there are far more similarities than 

differences in the language of men and women. In itself, it is a good example of the benefits 

and limitations to using corpus tools. 

The words baby and love clearly forms the fundament in pop song lyrics, and it does 

not appear to be changing. The way women are talked about by men does not change 

remarkably over time, and any such changes are due to occurrences in specific songs and 

could not be held as proof that anything is changing. Not to say that constantly referring to 

women as pretty and young is not problematic, and the results do confirm a stereotypical 

female role. 

More has happened in the way women present and express themselves, on the other 

hand. Over the course of the first four decades, there was certainly evidence that women liked 

to identify themselves more with the stereotypical image of the ‘subordinate’ female. The last 

two decades shows resilience and proves that women can present themselves as independent 

and as sexual subjects and still reach commercial success. While I do believe that pop music 

is quite progressive in this aspect, it is clearly influenced by the feminist sexual liberation 

movements. 

In conclusion, the biggest change must be in the way women present themselves and 

other women, particularly in the last two decades. There are signs of these female singers 

taking on the role as expressing feminist messages, and many indications that pop music has 

become a means of expressing both discontent and struggle, but also empowerment and 

sexual liberation.  

Furthermore, I would like to address the fact that I have not considered or talked about 

the difference between the various musical genres that all fall within pop music. With 6000 

songs making up the database and genre not always being easy to definitely define, it would 

not have been possible. As a suggestion for taking this type of study further, being more 

specific and adding genre to the comparison seems like a relevant thing to do.   
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Appendix 
 

The below picture is to illustrate the process through which the keywords in Table A were 

generated. The focus corpus is Male 1959-1968, and the remaining corpora are used as 

reference.  

Many of the words that are marked in red are either not complete words (s, ve, won, etc.), or 

onomatopoetic words (oop, wah, dab, etc.). Rhonda occurs 51 times, but it only occurs in one 

song, as can be seen in the concordance plot overview.  

The words that are marked in green are considered keywords in Table A as they are actual 

words and they occur in more than four songs, for example twist.  
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